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""
Run #1568 

When:  Monday, October 6, 2014 @ 7:00 pm 
Hare:  Dodgy Princess 
Where:  57 Biscayne Crescent Ottawa 
Hash Cash:$10.00 for hash down-downs 
Distance: Eagles 8.33 Kms 
Distance: Turkeys-hare claimed to be 6.5 Kms 
Distance: Walkers-hare claimed to be 3.5 Kms 
Hashers: 38 
"
 It was not hard to tell that Wong Way was the 

principal Religious Advisor for this night’s infamous 
event.  All morning it had been raining and windy 
and the RA must have done something to appease the 
hash gods because in the mid-afternoon the skies 
opened to reveal the sun was really behind those 
preceding dark clouds. This break gave the hare and 
her young accomplices a chance to set the trail.  And 
a fine trail it was! 
"
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 During the opening circle Dodgy explained the marks 
and informed us that she was incorporating a new 

mark called “a hook”.  Think of a fish hook with 
an arrow head on the short part - well that is the 
hook but with a number beside it.  Do not get this 
confused as a check back, like the usual late comer 
(not mentioning any names but can you say Mustard 

Balls) did.  The number simply means that is the 

‘number’ of Front Running Bastards who must turn 
around and go to the end of the pack.  The late 
comer was certainly muddled when he could not find 
where to go when he went back the required number 
but somehow managed to make it to the circle. 
"
 The trail was a good mixture of residential 
running as well as recreation paths and sports fields. 

Dodgys’ young helpers acted as sweepers as well as 
directing the runners at the turkey and eagle splits. 
The great number of checks combined with the long 
false trails, song stop and occasional hash hold kept 
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the runners together and everyone arrived back at the 
ON IN within five minutes of each other.  Well five 
minutes except the late one. 
"
 The circle was filled with jocularity with much loud 
laughter for Jean Pierre’s true story of him picking up 
an older lady at a bar and being taken home and, 
in recognition of Cash Wench getting a new job at 
the Experimental Farm, Fat Ass and Sheila did their 

version of Old MacDonald’s Farm!  While there were 
the usual derogatory remarks in reference to the trail 
it was not difficult to mark it 6.9! 
"
 After the closing of the circle it was inside for 

some home-made comfort food of, samosas, ‘real’ 
shepherds pie or a vegetarian shepherds pie, salad, and 
fresh pineapple and cookies. 
"
 While there was no rehydration stop on the night’s adventure 
personally I do not think it was missed that much.  Now that 
colder weather is upon us should we all not think twice about 
whether one is really needed? 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"
NEXT RUNS 

OH3 
"

Run #1569 ANNUAL TURKEY TROT 
When:  Monday, October 13, 2014 @ 4:00 pm 
Hare(s):  Spike with lots of help 
Where:  1621 Country Walk Drive, Orleans 
Hash Cash: $20.00 for hash down-downs, food and wine 
"
 Perogie Full Moon Hash 

Run # ?  
When: Saturday, October 11, 2014 @ 4:00 pm 
Hare(s): Twisted Knob and Pro Boner 
Where: For the trail, we will be meeting the parking lot of 
the Catholic school at 1450 Duford Drive, Orléans, ON K1E 
1E8 (Ecole Reine-Des-Bois) at 4:00 pm.    
 We recommend old shoes or trails shoes, a flashlight and 
change of clothes just in case you do a face-plant in the mud. 
Hiking poles may prove helpful, but are not absolutely 
necessary.  This trail is NOT suitable for scooters and 
the like. 
  Dinner to follow at the Sin Bin, a short drive away - 
2065 Sunland Drive, Orleans.  
Hash Cash:	
$15 for dinner and hash down-downs
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